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Shades of Gray and Other Myths
.

by Richard A. Salomon•
Shortly after I arrived at law school,
over a decade ago, I sought to examine a
copy of the Model Code of Professional
Responsibility. Ironically, I discovered
that all copies of the Code on "reserve" in
the library had been stolen. Perhaps this is
why ethical considerations are rarely
woven into the substantive fabric of our
courses. And the notion that means existed
- short of litigation - for resolving
disputes seemed a distant vision from our
curriculum.
At the time, I understood that the
primary focus in law school was on the
substantive elements of the curriculum,
and I believed that the legal education I
received was as good as any available
(and, in turn, an improvement over the
legal education of decades earlier).
However, I still had nagging concerns
about the lack of discussion about the
ethical aspects of my newly chosen profession.
I learned that my peers in business
school shared a common experience. In
general, they were taught to maximize
their economic positions within the legal
and ethical boundaries of our system, but
when they approached those boundaries
the lines grew fuzzy. Whatever ethical considerations were in fact raised in the
classroom faded into irrelevance with
each successive fast-paced takeover in the
business world.
.
Also, until recently, I operated under the
delusion that a major distinction could be
drawn between the letter and the spirit of
compliance with a statutory provision between the intention of an enactment and
what was within the very outer edges of
lawful compliance. Sadly, it was this same
distinction that parades of witnesses seemingly failed to grasp in their recent appearances before Congress. These
witnesses suggested that hypertechnical
compliance with and not so technical
avoidance of legislative enactments did
not run afoul of the clear direction of those
provisions. The entire country learned that
a position was defensible because it was
within a permissible range of conduct,
often referred to under the curious umbrella, "an acceptable shade of gray."
The notion that certain conduct was acceptable because it fell within a "gray
area'' evoked, in my mind, images of a
dream-like trip into The Twilight Zone. I
soon realized, though, that whether it was
in justifying why a congressional committee was not entitled to a direct (or even
partially accurate) response to formal
questions or in explaining why the secret
and nefarious dealings of Wall Street
businessmen did not transgress the
securities laws, I was being treated to a
brand of legal and ethical thinking I bad
encountered before.
Instead of confronting the con.sequences
of their actions and related legal
arguments, witnesses invoked code words,
such as "shades of gray," as a substitute
for serious analysis. No further explanation became necessary'. The lesson was
clear: "shades of gray" had become the
"black bole" of the legal universe, sought
out as a refuge to justify conduct and to
supplant critical legal and moral reasoning.
What, if anything, do my observations
reveal about the ethical cllinate in our
society today? And, if one is troubled by
these anecdotal revelations, is it not
·eQough to genuflect piously about the lack
of traditional values these days? In my
view, our professional schools today lack a
sense of purpose and a moral foundation
for their undertaking. Before exploring
this proposition and some of the flawed
· premises underlying our educative process, let us step back for a moment.
Questions about ethics are urgently rais•Mr. Salomon is a partner in the law firm
of Mayer, Brown & Platt in Chicago. Article originally printed in 1 Georgetown
Journal of Legal Ethics 463 (1987).
Reprinted with permission of author.

not probe into the competing values
ed because unethical behavior appears
rampant and seems to have raised the
underlying legal principles. It is not
level of mutual distrust in American society
enough to relegate questiQDS of public
higher than ever. Watergate, Abscam, the
policy to the last five minutes of a business
Korean bribery scandal, illegal acts by
school class. Reliance on the case method
in law school often precludes any meanAmerican business abroad, .corrupt iningful consideration of fundamental quesspectors at the assembly lines,
unscrupulous doctors and lawyers,
tions about law. Indeed, a failure to devote
cheating by college students, and the new
class time to probing beneath the abstract
revelations from the Iran and Contra inlanguage of judicial opinions and statutes
itiatives are but a few examples.
conveys to students the impression that
The gravity of ethical dilemmas today is
political and cultural values, emotional
difficult to gauge as are those of an earlier
dynamics, and the sheer complexities of
day. The golden age of professionalism life are irrelevant to the law. A valuealways seems to have been a few- years
neutral philosophy that avoids student exbefore the time the living can remember.
posure to particular viewpoints and to difSerious problems exist, and, not surprisficult ethical problems arising out of the
ingly, new demands have been leveled on
subject matter of substantive legal areas
teachers at' all levels to instruct · their
is not only a dangerous course, but a course
charges in ways that will make them
founded itself upon a value judgment.
behave "more ethically."
What can be done about all this? A varieA debate has erupted in this country
ty of steps can be taken, including more
over the usefulness of exposing young
creative teaching of ethics in professional
adults and fledgling professionals to more
schools, increased role-playing by
rigo_rous ethical training. Can lessons be
students, the weaving of professional
responsibility issues into substantive
devised that will launch children on a path
courses, and an expanded interof moral rectitude or infuse doctors,
disciplinary approach by faculty.
lawyers and business people with profesLaw professors and other allied faculties
sional ethics? Skeptics proclaim that the
only role of graduate schools is to teach
can positively influence the values , of
students through creative teaching and by
about the law and business and not to enexample. The teaching of ethics can
force conduct or moralize. Many faculty
especially profit from imaginative use of
members argue that they should not have
to develop personal value systems for
bypotheticals and case studies as a means
of raising troubling ethical questions
mature students, especially given the
already crowded graduate curricula.
which students will confront as practiBesides, it is suggested, ethics courses
tioners. For example, videotapes can be
taught at the graduate level are "too little
designed for law and business schools,
and too late." Any lessons in moral reasondealing with difficult issues such as the
ing will be "unlearned" as young profesrole of the lawyer as "an officer of the
sionals enter the "real" world. Finally, . court,'' and whether there is a risk at some
professional responsibility is seen as a
point that client control of decisiomnaking
"soft subject," not a substitute for
will interfere with that role; the apsubstantive law-related ·scholarship, and
propriate function of a judge in the settlement process; the handling of sensitive
as a dead-end track for tenure appointpayment issues by business professionals;
ments.
and the duty to report misconduct within
Lurking at the core of much of this thinkthe corporation. These videotapes can
ing are two insidious myths about ethical
employ the Socratic method and use as a
training and the educative process. The
model the bigbly acclaimed PBS series
first. myth is that while parents, sec"The Constitution: That Delicate
ondary school teachers, corporations, and
Balance." The tapes could be supplemented
other employers can do much to affect the
by actual role-playing by students, forcing
values of young lawyers and investment
them to agonize over realistic problems and
brokers, professional schools have no
evaluate available options.
similar role to play. Studies have shown
Other types of creative teaching
that professional schools can indeed affect
materials can be used in professional
values and assist in anchoring their
responsibility courses. Literature can be
students' moral judgments. More imporused to raise ethical issues, such as the intantly, they have an obligation to do so. As
Herbert Spencer stated over a century
humane treatment of Hester Prynne in
ago, "education has for its object the forHawthorne's The Scarlet Letter; and the
decision by Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn
mation of character."
not to turn Jim back to slavery. A Man For
Any vision of Ia;w school education as
All Seasons comes to mind. Dramatic
limited to instruction in legal analysis and
vignettes, documentaries and excerpts
providing students with a store of
from full-length movies could also serve as
knowledge in selected branches of the
rich source material. To Kill a Mocksubstantive law is woefully inadequate. If
ingbird and Twelve Angry Men are but two
this perception still obtains in some
cinematic examples to consider. As
quarters - and I believe it does - then we
another approach, judges and prachave gotten far away from two fundamentitioners who have been involved in
tal purposes of higher education: having
thought~provoking cases could be invited
students realize their human potential and
.into the classroom to add a real-life dimenequipping them to serve society.
sion to the discussions. While some faculty
Connected with the first myth is the
and institutions ~dy use these techequally troubling mythical need for a
niques or, like Cornell Law School, have
sterilized, "value-neutral" education. Procompiled alternative teaching materials
ponents ·of this view contend that otheron ethics, clearly more could be done.
wise, students will be indoctrinated with
Since ethical questions exist in all
propaganda and their intellectual freedom
substantive areas of the law, these issues
stifled. This approach translates into a
can and must be addressed when they
quest for asking only the relevant quesarise in traditional law school subjects.
tions, with no focus or emphasis on the apQuestions regarding the propriety of
propriate answers. Under the now familiar
solicitation or contingent fees should be
refrain, there are no bright lines of black
raised in a torts course. A particular conand white and every position is viewed as a
flict of interest that may arise in a family
shade of gray. All conduct is more or less
law setting should be raised in the family
acceptable and defensible, this thinking
law course. Such interweaving of ethics incontinues, because it is arguable. In such a
to the substantive curriculum is not only
world, normative judgments, moral
necessary, but would demonstrate to
reasoning and the values which mold a
students that faculty are sensitive to
true professional have no place.
ethical issues.
While faculty members may understandA word may be appropriate here on the
ably wish to minimize value judgments in
service of faculty members as important
their courses, some focus on the role of
role models for students. Whether they
lawyers' judgment and acceptable versus
realize it or not, professors are not merely
unacceptable conduct is both appropriate
teachers of substance and skills; they are
and necessary. Our institutions of higher
mentors in the process of professional
learning do a grave disservice to their
training. They are the first professional
students and the community when they do

role model students encounter. Professional values observed in law school will
leave indelible marks on the student's vision of the profession. Troubling signals
are communicated when students perceive
a lack of respect for the views of others
and the absence of a commitment to providing pro bono services. Fonner Dean
Erwin Griswold of Harvard Law School
observed that law students frequently
come to law school with broader ideals
than they -take out. He emphasized Utat
this was not only due to a loss of innocence
or naivete on the part of students, but to a
dimiriution of their desire, .as seen by example, .to serve society.
Faculty in professional schools ought to
have the widest possible exposure and experience both within and outside the
academic world. As a related component,
an interdisciplinary approach to the
teaching of law and other subjects in professional schools is essential. Edmund
Burke's well-worn edict that "the study of
law sharpens the mind by narrowing it" is
a double-edged sword. While praising the
strengthening of intellectual capacity. it
warns us not to put on blinders. To cite but
one example of a perhaps misguided narrowness, the social sciences continue to be
given short shrift in many law and
business school curricula. This must
change.

Varied approaches and concentrated efforts to exi,ose students to professional
responsibility problems may help pique
student interest. A depressing example of
how this interest can waver was provided
recently with respect to the lone ethics
course taught at Harvard Business School
entitled "Ethical Aspects· of Corporate
Policy." Enrollment in the course dropped
from 155 to 57 last year, out of 1600 students
enrolled in the school. At the same time, a
competing course entitled "Power and Influence" netted 411 students. It is troubling
that one has to tantalize students to .capture their interest, but the problem may be
more deeply rooted. A recent poll
demonstrated that a majority of business
students were more concerned with how
the Ivan Boesky affair might affect their
future earning power than with any crimes
that may have been committed.
All this discussion about the responsibility of professional schools is not intended
to imply that other groups have insignificant roles to play in addressing ethical
concerns. Clearly, the educative process is
an ongoing one foi" which all segments of
the legal and business professions, and the
many levels preceding them, must take
responsibility. However, this is the subject
of another commentary.
Our professional schools can recover a
sense of purpose and a moral foundation,
but not if many of them continue to apply
an approach bordering on "moral
nihilism." This commentary is not a plea
to de-intellectuaiize our professional
schools or turn them into humane
societies. Rather, it is a plea to provide
students with a more balanced perspective. It is an effort to equip them so they
can reason both with a sense of justice and
an understanding of their social responsibilities.
·
Taken together, the steps presented here
can serve as a useful beginning to restoring ethics to its rightful place at the center
of the universe of professional and
educative values.
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And for good reasons. . .

-

7. Tuition Freeze-_ A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/ BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
review course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such
as Charles H. Whitebread., David
Epstein, and John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines - Every
area tested on the bar exam is cov~red
completely, in a concise and
understandable-format.
3. Directed Testing Program-Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions
and simulated multist_ate and essay
. examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.
4. Mini-Review Program - The
three day Mini-Review program is
held at the e~d of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.
5. · Day or Evening Classes - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find 1most convenient.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all MBR/BRI
-.~.c'.';•.111 · students.
9. $25.00 Discount on.the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.

6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenientlocation-The1989
MBR/BRI course will agaiI). be held at
the College of St. Thomas,·
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the same location we have had for the
past 16 years.

10. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open
every business day to serve you.
With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review!BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

'Fqr more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.

Minnesota
Bar Review/ BRI, Inc.

MBR/BRi:... the leader in bar review.
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First Year WMCL Student Suggestions
These are intended as suggestions only.
Different methods work for different
students. These ideas may or may not
work for you. The goal is to save you time,
energy and money. This list was compiled
after discussions with a dozen students
who had recently completed their first
year at WMCL. They are presented in no
particular order, although loosely organized into categories. Some apply to tht
beginning of the school year, others are
meant for later use - all-are intended to
make the f"lrst year more smooth and
organi~ed. if, in fact, that is possible.
Time Management - Getting Organized:
' 1. 24 hours per day x 7 days per week =
168 hours per week
2. The adage of spending two hours
preparing for one hour of class is generally
true for most law school students; · more
for some, less for others, and varying
through the semester.
3. During the regular school term there
are 15 class hours for full time students or
12 class hours for part time students with a
corresponding 30 or 24 hours needed for
study time.
4. Other commitments which need to be
fitted into the schedule:
8 hours sleep per night x 7 = 56
sleep hours per week
15 + 30 + 56 == 104 hours per week full time students
12 + 24 + 56 = 9'2 hours per week part time stud~nts
Now (it into the remaining hours of your
schedtile time needed for:
employment
grocery shopping
physical exercise
reading newspapers
housekeeping
shopping
dr's appts.
laundry
, transportation to and from work
and school
meal preparation, eating and clean up
family and friends
religious services
going to the bank, and other errands of
adulthood
writing letters to family and friends,
bill paying
routine automobile maintenance
etc. etc. etc.
·
Note that this list doesn't include the in~
evitable emergency (sick child or parent
or personal illness) or the unscheduled
event such as when the car breaks down.
5. SUN. MON. TUES. WED.
THURS. FRI. SAT.
It is to your benefit to take some time
and work out a daily schedule filling in as
many blank areas as you possibly can with
the commitments and time constraints of
which you are aware. Seeing it on paper
will give you a better awareness of the
limitations and allow you to plan
realistically.
6. Now think about which of your commitments are important, which are imperative, which are routine and which are
wmecessary. Prioritize. Plan accordingly.
Get a calendar and plan the days, weeks,
and months from the beginning until the
end of the term.
Becoming a Law Student:
7. Law books are heavy. Backpacks may
not be big enough to hold everything.
Think about using a briefcase or a gym
bag. Something roomy, strong and easy to
lug around..
8. H you don't already own a suit, con. sider buying one. There is no legal dress
code, but one theory is that you dress to
represent your client. You may want the
suit before the first year is over for the oral
arguments required in Legal Writing and
for job interviews.
9. Watch L.A. Law - many professors
and students are faithful viewers. Others
can't tolerate the show. The style
represented on the show isn't the way
things are in the real world but for many in
the WMCL community it is one hour of
good escapism at the end of the week.
Many others enjoy Perry Mason re.r uns.
10. Don't hesitate to use the resource
people at WMCL - Dean Brooks, the staff
in the Student Services Office and in the
Career Planning and Placement Office,
Financial Aid Office. . . They are ready,
willing and able to help you.
11. You'll need a legal dictionary and
might want two - the first a comprehensive dictionary like Black's Law Die-

tionary, (5th ed. 1979) and many students
like a smaller pocket dictionary like S.
Gifis, Law Dictionary (1975), which is easy
to toss in the book bag and bring with you
to wherever you're studying or to class.
The library has several copies of both and
you are free to bring a copy to your table
when studying in the WMCL library.
12. 3M's Post It notes are very handy and
have many uses; tabulating sections of
books for open book exams, making notes on
friends legal writing papers when proof. reading, leaving notes around the house
for your family, making notes to yourself
listing things to do. . . Some students use
them rather than writing in textbooks to
make notes to themselves about certain
areas of the text, or to record answers to
problems in text notes and problems.
13. The library as a drop off service for
the convenience of students. Books, notes,
papers, etc. can ·be left at the circulation
desk for later pick up by others. Just fill
out the form available at the desk and attach it to your item.
14. Always pho.tocopy any assignment
you turn into a prof~or, especially legal
writing papers or take home exams. H the
original is lost you won't have to start
over. Legal writing J>?lpers are often used
as writing samples for job hunting purposes. Photocopying them will provide you
with a clean' unmarked copy.
15;-Unfortunately it is all too easy to lose
contact with the outside world during the
first year of law school. Try to find time to
watch the news or look at a daily
newspaper. Minnesota .Public Radio does
news coverage on both AM and FM bands
that is easy to listen to while in the car or while doing activities about the home.
16. Follow football to the best of your
ability. Every first year course has legal
cases deciding ·issues related to football.
And WMCL has intramural athletics with
a few traditional games vs. Ham.line 1..aw
School that are of great significance. Your
participation is welcomed.
17. H there is anyway that you can find
the time in your schedule, volunteer to be a
client for the client counseliilg competition
or a timekeeper for the moot court finals
or any other similar school activities. Upper class students may visit your section to
request your participation and an-·
nouncements are made in The Docket. The
learning experience is a good one and your
help is truly appreciated.
18. Plan to work with Judge Hachey in
October at the WMCL Phonathon. He'll fill
you in with details later.
19. Be mindful of where you park in the
WMCL neighborhood. The meter monitors
are especially active around here. Pay
close attention to no parking and restrict~
parking signs. They are also known to look
closely for expired license tags.
20. Start thinking about summer jobs in
January. It is a good idea to prepare your
resume early. Check the job listings in ·
Career Services to get an idea of what
types of jobs are available for the summer.
Also decide who you think will be a good
reference for you and approach them early
to obtain their permission. Starting in
January will get you organized before the
Legal Writing crunch hits and give you a
head start before the real pressure of job
hunting begins.
21. Develop an awareness of the contents
of the WMCL Student Handbook, including
the Student Conduct Code. Students in the
final year, and even after graduation, have
suffered sanctions for plagiarism. Ignorance of the rules will not serve as an excuse if you are found in the unfortunate
position of defending yourself after a violation. The WMCI:. Student Conduct Code
holds it to be violation of the code to violate
the Minnesota Rules of Professional Conduct.
22. It is possible to switch sections from
day.to evening and vice versa, as well as
between day and evening section to accommodate personal needs. Likewise, it is
possible to switch if there is a conflict between student and professor. Consult with .
the staff in the Student Services office.
23. Make a habit of reading The Docket
(WMCL's weekly newsletter and announcement sheet) and checking the
bulletin board on the fll"St floor outside of
the Dean's office. News items will be
posted here and you will be held responsible for the consequences regardless of
whether you were aware of them.
Sometimes announcements will be made
in one of these sources and no where else.
24. There is an escort service available

from security to walk people to their
vehicles and ensure their safety. Acts of
vandalism and violence have occurred;
WMCL students have been victims. H
nothing else, the security staff are always
pleasant to chat with while walking outside
- and often, especially when it's cold,
they'd probably appreciate a ride back to
school.
25. Be punctual and don't even think
about standing anyone up. Unforeseen
events will happen, and misunderstandings about time and place are bound to occur, but make every effort to avoid
wasting yoor time or anyone else's.
26. Sometimes it's difficult to reach
fellow students. There are several aids to
alleviate this problem.
First, there is a message board on a
bulletin board located outside of the Communications Center on the first. floor.
Messages posted there are left up for
seven days - often a handy way to communicate with hard to reach · fellow
students, and the only way to leave a phone
message with students studying in the
library.
Second; many students have answering
machines·at home -·a really depe~nalized way of -'!uman communication, but
effective nonetheless.
Finally, the student directory, a fairly
complete listing of student names, addresses, and phone numbers along with
photographs, is (if all goes well) published
about the middle of the fll"St semester.

sooner you are able to establish productive
habits and the more efficient you become
in the organization and management of
your time the greater your chances of success.
7. Be prepared for classes. Read the
assignment. Start to think about what you
expect this professor will want you to learn
from this material. It's okay to be confused and the lecture time is- the time for
clarificatjon, but it's almost impossible to
get ~uch substantive knowledge from a
class discussion without reading the
material and at least having a vague notion of the topic beforehand.
8. Most students feel fear about being called on in class. And most cannot eliminate
that fear. Try not to letit paralyze you. It
is going to happen to you. The first time is
the worst, and after a while you realize
that you and all of your classmates are _in
the same situation. Sometimes all you
learn about your classmates is what you_
hear them say in class. And the method of
Classtime
teaching used in law school makes it im1. Used textbooks are available in the used
portant that you listen to your classmate's
bookstore. Be sure you are buying the reanswers. The professor asks the questions
quired edition. Used books are less expenand tries to lead a focused discussion, and
sive and frequently have worthwhile notes
often will move on to the next question
written by the previous owner in the
without summarizing the answer. H you
margins. But they are downfalls too, for
didn't pay attention to the discussion you
exa11_1ple, the previous owner may have
may not realize the answer. This is dif~
been the type who highlighted everything
fucult, especially if this discussion gets off
without regard for importance or the
on a tangent or if you're sitting there nermarginal notes maybe worthless. Look at
vous about being the next student to be
the book before buying to get a feel for
called on, but after a while your ear starts
what kind of a student the previous owner
·to be trained.
was.
9. Always date your class notes and any
2. Keep track somewhere (in your calenhandouts giv~ in class. 'This will be
dar or in the book) of how much of the
beneficial when organizing your notes for
material was covered in class each day.
outlining and review4ig.
The ·assignments in the syllabus don't
10. As a general rule, copy down in your
always correspond to the amount of
notes whatever diagrams the professor
material covered in class and it generally
draws on the board, no matter how indoesn't pay to get too far ahead of the proconsequential it seems at the moment.
fessor's lectures. But this can lead to a
You're going to be tested by that professor
bind where the professor may assign
and it is important to learn a topic from the
pages 45-73, cover pages 45-62 in class and
perspective presented in the text and other
then start anew with page 73 for the next
materials as well as the perspective of that
lecture. Often the professor will make a
professor. Some diagrams may not make
statement at the end of the class period if
sense until several weeks later, but almost
you will be held responsible to cover the reall will become helpful at the end of the
mainder of the material on your own.
semester.
3. Make a pho~ocopy of the table of con11. Some students prefer to use different
tents for your text to put with your notes
colored · inks for study notes and class
for each class. This offers a quick
notes, or different colored highlighters for
reference of the "big picture" and can
different foci of the text (for example blue
serve as a basis for organizing your
for issues, pink for facts, green for rules of
thoughts during outlining and reviewing.
law. .. ).
·
4. It's a personal decision, but consider
12. You don't be afraid of going to a prowhat will work best for you in organizing
fessor's office with a question if. something
your notes. Students use legal pads, filler
doesn't make sense. The prof may be able
paper or spiral n9tebooks (or something
to clarify, or perhaps offer reassurance
else entirely) . Others use different
that your understanding is quite sufficient
notebooks, fold~rs, or three ring binders • for the amount of material covered thus
for each class. Some take one large three
far - things often don't make sense until
ring binder and divide it into sections for
you get a chance to see all of the pieces
each class and then remove the older
which sometimes isn't possible until later
material as the binder gets too thick, keepin the week, month, semester or year
ing the material removed in folders at
depending upon the course.
home ready for use in reviewing and
13. Always make your best effort to atoutlining. Some students with computers
tend class. Emergencies will occur and
at home take all of their class notes on the
there a.re acceptable reasons for
same computer printout sheets as the
absenteeism, but the professor will test on
case briefs they prepared before class.
the material covered in class periods. . ·
Some students like the special case brief14; H you do miss class, borrow or
ing pads available in the bookstore (green
photocopy someone else's notes .and be
tinted with a single vertical line about 21h"
sure to obtain any handouts given by the
from the left) allowing them to keep class
professor.
notes alongside of their case briefs and
15. H the course has a textbook and a
study notes. Each student has personal
supplement (update material) go through
preferences and different styles may work
the supplement and make -notes in the
better for different classes.
regular text of when to add or delete
5. Find a place to ~tudy and make studymaterial. This will save time later and
ing there a habit. Set rules for yourself. No
keep you aware of when you need to refer
talking on the telephone between 6 and 9
to the supplement.
p,m., no entering the den when the door is
16. It is possible to punch holes in thick
closed, etc. Follow these rules consistently
or bound copies of photocopied texts,
and expect your family and fri,ends to
syllabi, legal notepads, etc.· by using the
cooperate.
electric power punch available in the use<i
6. Make other rules just as important bookstore. The duplicating service located
no school books allowed in the bedroom, no
next door to the communication center
studying allowed while eating ... Balancprovides the same service. There is ·no
ing your study time, class time, w_ork time
charge at either place.
and personal time will most likely be the
greatest challenge of the first year and the
Cont. on Page 5
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Editorial
1 think I finally got the picture. You really don't care whether you have a student
newspaper or not. For over a year I've
~ fighting to .keep Th~ Opinion alive
with very little support, except for that
.received from eertai:n members of the
SBA. Well, I'm.certainly not doing this for
me. I like editing the paper and writing ar7
ticles, etc. but I can't afford to spend 40
hours a month doing il all alone. (That last
comment was addressed to my fellow
students, not the faculty, who have been
v ery supportive. ) l've tried everything!
Giving talks in classes; asking the SBA to
put up banners and posters ; pleading in
theDocket, etc. What I've gotten from you
hasn't been much. Therefore, an
ultimatum. This issue is on two topics that
some people feel have no place in law
. school, or possibly the Iaw - ETHICS
AND MORALITY. I had planned to use.the
November issue to complete the airing of
these topics and to give people a chance to
respond to what is printed in this issue.
However, if, by November 9th i have not
received sufficient material FROM THE
STUDENTS to fill the next issue,·there will
be no next issue! Get it? I'm holding the
only William Mitchell College of Law student newspaper hostage and if I don't
receive enough material from niy fellow
students, you'll never see it alive again! If,
as I believe, you just don't care, fine. I can
use the time.
Now, on to what we are here for. Count
on the fingers of more than one hand, if you
can, the law school courses you've taken
that have made more than a glancing
reference to ethics and morality in the law.

And I'm not talking about the admittedly
to browbeat a witness against his client
valuable course in Professional Responwhen he knows that that witness is prosibility (assuming you admit it was
bably telling the truth? If you believe that
valuable) that we are all required to take.
the law is more than the substance you
Even if the _two topics above are discussed
learn in Contracts, Torts and_U.C.(:., these
questions should be, at least, troubling to
atany1engthin P.R. courses, the primacy
you. And, at least, thes_e questions and
locus of said courses is on learning what
others like them should probab1y be
the .rules say we can't do or even, as one
discussed in law ·school.
fellow student -put it, "finding ways to do
Or should they? Do discussions of ethics
what we wantjn spite of the rules."
and morality have any value in a law class
While it is true that much of what we do
mthe first year or two of law school is setting'? What are ethics and morality,
anyway? I don't expect that this issue of
what has been variously described as
The Opinion will emne up with any startl·
''learning to think like lawyers," "learning or innovative answers to these and
ing to reason like lawyers," or "'learning
other questions that could be asked. All t
snbstantive law," why do most courses in
hope to do is generate some discussion.
even the third and, for us part-timers, the
I'm giving you one more chance. If you
fourth year avoid any serious discussion of
ethics and morality as they apply to the_ have anything to say about what you read
herein. or about anything else you'd like
lawyer's role'? In some courses, at least in
your fellow students the faculty or admy experience, the avoidance of such
ministration to know about, drop a note or
discussion is quite aggressive.
a submission in The Opinion box in the
Lawyers have been getting a bad rap
Communications Center and you may find
lately. " Lawyer jokes" have pretty much
it printed here next month. Or, you won't
replaced tasteless ethnic jokes in popularifind "here~· a~ all. It's up to you.
ty. (I will refrain from imitating a wellOne more thing: we will print almost
known legal publication that descried
anything if the author puts his or her real
lawyer jokes in an article and then proname on il We will withhold.names or use
ceeded to print some of the funnier exa false name upon request, but will not
amples. You've pr-0bably .heard most of
print anything that comes irom an
them from your friends and relatives or in
anonymous source or is sent in under a
the Commons anyway: ) ls it possible that
pseudonym.: (Pseudonyms can't attend
at least some of the bad press is due to the
this law school anyway, can they? ) This
public's perception of lawyers as amoral
paragraph is for you, Ms. Demeanor. On
and unethical professionals? We would all
the lighter side the following is from Deb
. agree, I hope, that a lawyer who chooses to
· Willinger: What is the greatest fear of the
defend a known child molester or a eorolder students at WMCL? - That our
poration _polluting the environment is
Social Security benefits won't be enou~ to
upholding one of the basic tenets of the
coverourloanschoolpayments.
law, but isn't he or she also making a
Jon Weitzman
moral choice'? Even though an advocate is
required to be zealous in representing his
or her client, is it truly ethical for a lawyer

A. Legal Tale
~O:l· .

Many lay peopte~ and some lawyers, still

believe that, whatever e~ the law may
do, it does,.in the average, usually result in
people getting what they deserve. Many
othel' people, taking notice of the fact that
the rich can more easily 'afford the law
than the poor can. believe that people end
up getting out onlle law what they can afford. Most would agree that the idea of
"just desserts"-~-eeotral to some- aspects
of the law. In tbis light, J respectfully~
sent the following parable copied. with
permission of the author, from The Complete Idea of Justice by IJoydL. Weinreb,
Professor of Law,.Barvard University (51
The University o1Chicago Law Review 752
(1984)). ' For those of you who desire a
fuller reading of where the concept of just
desserts stands in the law, I recommend
the article from wliicll this: parable is.
taken or Professor Weinreb's book:
Natural Law and Justice.
"At the stroke of 'midnight, the
mysteriom beauty fled from the royal
palace. On the staircase, one of her glass
slippers fell off. The prince, chasing after
her, pick.ed up the slipper. Everyone
wondered who -the woman could have
been. The prince wondered most of all. He
announced that bis messengers would
search the kingdom. The woman whose
foot fit into the glass slipper would be his
bride.
"When the messenger arrived at the
house where Cinderella lived with her
stepmother and her two ~tepsisters, the
older·of the stepsisters was there to meet
him. She was somewhat double-jointed
alld had practiced bending her toes back
under her foot for weeks. The messenger
was dubious. But with- her toes tucked ·
back, she got her foot - more or less - into the slipper. 'Call me-princess,' she said.
"Looking into her face, the messenger
was still dubious. But the stepsister's foot,
getting redder by the minute, was still in
the slipper. 'The prince didn't say you
could bend your _toes back that way,' he
said.·
" 'He didn't say you couldn't,' the stepsister replied. •can me prin_cess.
Jnst then Cinderella s.fairy godmother
appeared. '.Try Cinderella,' slie said to the
messenger. She prodded Cinderella to
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· come:. out from the chimney. The
messenger was more dubious than before.
'Everyone- gets a chance,' the- fairy god-mother said.
·vrth some effort. the slipper was pried
off the stepsister's foot. 'lbe fairy godmother dipped her wand Cinderella slid
1ter· foot easily into the slipper, and another dip of the wand- she was dressed
. as she bad been at the ball. "lbere,' the
lairygQclmother said, · ~ is tbe:wonuut
: who deserves the prince.' ·
.
. .. "ffiere she is indeed,• the messenger
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. made the announcement, all he cared
about was that the woman he marry be the
woman in ~e glass slipper with whom be
danced at the ball. Cinderella was that
woman, and it was all the same to him bow
she got to be who she was. Cinderella's
fairy godmother was lead coonsel for the
defense, and the-prince won the case."
Does the law insure that people get what
they deserve? Maybe not. Should tbe.s~
sister have- won the case, or was the
prince's argument a. good one? Shoold the
stepsister have tried to sue f01' false advertising? For more, read Prolesso-r
Weinreb's article or book.

said
" 'Nuts to that,' the stepsister said. 'Why
s h e · ~ the prillce more than
·ine?'
·
"('More than I,' the fairy godmother
murmured.)
.. 'Well,' the messenger said, 'she is
beautiful and kind and gentle- and she
. dances like Fred Astaire, and she bas a
' beautiful wardrobe. Who could deserv.e a
prince more?'
" 'Anyone could,• the stepsister replied.
'1 see it all. Cinderella's always been a
drudge. A snivelling, drippy-nosed, sooty
drudge. Never did anything to make
· something of herself. Why, every time
there was a dance, my.sister and 1 asked
her to go with us. I offered to lend her my
best dress. She always .said no. Always sit.ting there playing with a rotten pumpkin
and a couple of verminous little mice.
Ugh! Th.e n this fairy goo-what's-her-name
comes along and, poof - Cinderella's a
princess. Never aid a thing to deserve it.
AD these years rve been trying to make
something of myself. So what if I'm not
terrific. I make the best of what rve got.
Why doesn't what's.-her-name do her wand
number on.me? Cinderella doesn't deserve
to marry the prince any more than that
pumpkin does.'
"Cinderella smiled gently and· walked
off on the arm of the messenger.
"The stepsister brought a lawsuit in
which the prince was named as defendant.
Her main claim was that the prince's
otiginal announcement should be interpreted to provide that only .a person's
natural attributes count; and that
Cinderella's natural slipper size was lllf.!.
The prince's defense was that when I;ie
~
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First Vear Suggestions
17. Many students use tape recorders at
least for certain classes. Or if you need to
be absent on the day of a lecture it is nice
t.o have a friend tape the lecture for you.
Some students like to tape their outlines
for playback in the car or as background
" music" when doing housework. Tape
your legal writing oral argument can be a
beneficial practice. When taping in class it
is nice to have a machine with a pause button so that only the highlights of the class
period are .recorded. Some professors do
not allow their lectures to be taped, ask for
the professor's permission in advance.
Legal Writing
1. Start the research for any assignment
as early as possible. This way you'll beat
the crowd in the library and the photocopying room. You'll also have time to think
about what you have and what you still
need. Allowing yourseH time to work on
the assignment and then set it aside will
often give you a new perspective and a better finished product.
2. Think about hiring a typist for the major legal writing assignements. This will
require you to push yourseH on deadlines,
but if your typing abilities are less than
wonderful it may be well worth the time
and expense. It cost one student $38 to have
her appellate brief professionally typed.
This saved her a headache, and gave her
final paper a very professional appearance.
3. Consider sharing your research and
ideas for legal writing assignments, and
welcome opportunities to exchange your
papers with fellow students for proofreading and commentary. Cooperation
will go further than competitiveness in
every course, you'll get valuable feedback
and insight from your peers.
4. H possible, make friends with so.neone
who has a personal computer, word processor, or typewriter with memory and
spelling check for doing your legal writing
classwork. This is a time .when dotting
every "i" and. crossing every "t" will be
crucial, and if the deadlin~ for qirning in
the assignment is hours away arid you
don't have time to retype a full page this
high technology can perform magic. A personal computer is a major expense, but
almost invaluable for legal writing and
later for writing your long paper. And it
streamlin~ outlining and organizing class
notes.
,
5. When you finally make it to the last
written legal writing assignment, the final
draft of your appellate brief, the professor
may r.equest as many as 5.. copies .()Lthis
paper which may run 20 pages· in length.
Going to a place like Kinko's (the closest
Kinko's is on Grand Avenue just west of
Snelling Avenue) will save you time and
money. And having them photocopy it onto
bond paper will improve the appearance of
the paper without adding much to the cost.
6. Go to a librarian when after an honest
effort you are still stumped with the legal
writing assignment, including the early
assignments as well as the computer
assisted research and the paper writing
assignments. They won't do your work for
you, but they will keep you from wasting
too much of your time banging your head
against the wall. Sometimes it is worthwhile to remember that getting lost and
finding your way are but two sides of the
same coin. Legal writing, and.the Jaw experience, are an experience of getting lost
and finding your way.
7. MacMillan and West Publishing each
print a legal thesaurus many students find
very beneficial when doing the legal
writing assignments.
8. Legal research· (and any other studying) can be done at other law libraries
besides the one at WMCL: U of M,
Hamline, State of Minnesota Law Library
near the state capital,. Hennepin County.
Government Center. Some students
employed by law firms may have access to
other libraries. Different libraries have
different collections, hours and areas of
accessibility. Some students find other law
libraries more convenient or closer to
home. It's easy to call around and get information from the library staff.
Final Examinations
1. Try to find copies of old exams given
by that professor for that course. These
may be in the used bookstore or the professor may place them on reserve in
the library or they may be in the hands of
upperclass students.. Check if sample
answers are also available. Practice ex-

ams given by that professor during the
course of the semester can also be very im-_
portant. Try to find time· to write out your
answers in essay form to see bow long it
would take you in a real test situation. It'!!
amazing how quickly two or three hours
can pass on exam day. Compare your
answers with those of your classmates.
Use the exams as the basis for study group
discussions. Old exams are for many
students the single most valuable study aid
for test preparation, as they give you the
best picture of how that prof writes exam
questions and what kind of material is
covered in an exam question. But also ~ r
in mind that the test you take will be completely different and reflect the material
covered by that prof this year.
2. Start outlining early. Starting after
the fourth week of classes is probably the
right time. And the outline prepared early
in the semester will most likely require
refinement before finals, but it is a lot
simpler to refine than it is to start from
scratch for 4-6 courses in the last three
weeks of the semester.
3. About the same time that you begin
your outline is generally a good time to
think about becoming a member of a study
group. Compatibility and trustworthiness
are crucial to successful study groups, as
well as establishing certain guidelines and
mutual goals.
4. Not every student wants to or needs to
belong to an official study group. It's a
matter of determining your personal style
and what will meet your needs. Many
students prefer to study alone and use one
or two friends as resources to check their
understanding of problem areas. If you
belong to a study group and it isn't working
out for you, assert yourseH. Perhaps you
would be better off studying with another
group or alone. Finding someone else to
study with isn't usually a problem,
especially during the first semester.
5. It is possible to study at WMCL during
finals weeks. The classrooms on the 2nd
and 3rd floor are generally available for
groups of students. Sometimes students
are required-to sign up for a certain room
·, beforehand - the schedules and signup
sheets are kept in the Communications
Center. And there is no curfew, some
students "pull all nighters" cramming at
the _last minute for the next day's exam,
CcB.D1ping out in a classroom and diagram,, d ng the semester's work on the black. boards. The library closes by midnight and
the doors to enter the building are locked,
but students are permitted to remain in the
classrooms and Hachey Commons.
6. Talk with upper class students and
ask for recommendations about commercial outlines, nutshells and hombooks for
specific courses being taught by different
professors. These outlines can be helpful
but can _never serve as a substitute for
classroom attendance and preparation.
Few students totally ignore these aids, using them for at least some of their courses.
7. Look at the final examination testing
room schedule when it becomes available.
Often there will be several rooms listed
where your exam will be given. Decide if
you have a preference. If you have a
preference for a specific seat in that room
(in the front or back, near a window, or by
the door etc), go there about a 1h hour or so
before the scheduled exam starting time
and mark your spot with your coat or
books etc. Seating is allowed in every other
chair.
8. Aspirin and acetominophen (Tylenol)
are available from the staff at the circulation desk in the library.
9. Wear a watch when you go to take a
final examination. Not all seats in a
classroom have a good view of the clock (if
there is one) and not all clocks at WMCL
work properly. Keeping track of your time
limits is crucial in many exams.
10. The exams are taken anonymously
by use of a code number assigned to you.
Grades are also posted anonymously (if
the student consents to posting). You have
the choice of protecting or disclosing this
anonymity to fellow students. Be mindful
that this disclosure can be made accidentally and unintentionally by displaying
your blue book covers after recording your
numbers on them.
11. Don't discuss the exam questions
with your classmates after class. Each
student will approach the question differently. Simply becuase yoti wrote a different answer doesn't mean you wrote a
wrong answer. Many students can't help
but discuss the exam question. Try not to

Cont. from page 3

get too emotional if you do. But do not try
to discuss the exam with the professor until after the exam grades have been
posted.
12. Not all students want or need the full
period allotted for the exam. Don't be
discouraged if others are finished and
leave early or if you have said all that you
need to say and there's still time left over.
13. Figure out the amount of time needed
to answer each question· for the exam.
Write down this schedule on the exam for
quick reference. Then subtract 20 minutes
from that schedule to use for review and
answer completion at the end of the exam
period. Don't deprive yourseH of the full
time period allotted for any question.
Budget your time appropriately when taking the exam. Push yourseH to allow time
for review of the answer, and to check for
gross errors and omissions and to fill in the
gaps. At the end of each time period allotted for a question - move on!
14. Make arrangements in your schedule
to have blocks of time for studying at finals
time. The first year finals schedule is
generous. Expect 1-2 days between exams
the first year and perhaps consecutive exam days in the following years.
15. Don't deprive yourseH of a break
when writing an exam answer. Sometimes
breaks are necessary - you can't concentrate when you need to be in the restroom.
Other times, such as when your mind
"goes blank" or if you need to clear your
head before s~itching to a new topic or
question, the break will be just as
beneficial.
16. If you chose to type your exam
answer, be mindful of protecting your
anonymity from the professor. Frequently
only one or two students in a section opt to
type. Making the wrong comments at the
wrong time will forego confidentiality. Or
leaving the exam room ,fter the distribution of the exams but before the professor
leaves the room may disclose identity.
17. In order to study well for finals you
need to be ~t a certain level of stress. J3e-

ing too relaxed will prevent you from learning and retaining. Being in a panic state
of anxiety will similarly prevent you from
learning and performing. Everyone's coping is different. The law school final examination period will provide ample opportunity to develop your personal coping
style. It is an even better opportunity to
develop your sell-confidence. Do the best
you can all semester. Study hard for the
finals. And then take it to the limit!
Law school is very "top heavy." The
pace and workload are difficult, especially
in the first year, and even more so in the
first semester before you have any idea of
whether or not you have the skills to survive. 'rrilst younelf. Remember that it is.
your performance and not your person
that is being evaluated by the law school
process.
You met the requirements for acceptance. Students aren't accepted unless
they have what it takes to perform. The
first year is often like a roller coaster ride.
Sometimes it's an uphill climb. Sometimes
it's a thrilling roll. Sometimes it's grinding
slowly along the track. And it will be May
very soon. Time passes at a different pace
in law school. Minutes drag and months
pass by in the blink of an eye.
Read through these hints now. Refer to
them later. They will make more sense
than they did at the very beginning of the
term. Don't try to do ev,erything at once.
Not all of these work for everyone. They
are the condensed compilation of ideas
· from twelve individuals. Some hints contradict others. Some hints will work only
for certain personality styles.
Law school is a time of incredible personal development. You will learn what
your style is and what ideas serve you
best. And of course this is not meant to be
a comprehensive listing. Next year you
will be passing on advice to the newest
group of William Mitchell students. Certainly there will be items you want to add
to this list.
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Moral Courage in Professional Life
Excerpt from paper by Professor Neil Hamilton

Hamilton
In my experience, professional education rarely touches on the task of helping
students to integrate the knowledge and skills they have learned in law school with
themselves - their, values, aspirations,
strengths and limitations - and with their
environment - social, psychological,
political and professional - to form
ethically · grounded, productive lawyers
and human beings. Traditional legal
education does not consciously seek to
equip students to make themselves and
their clients better people; it focuses on
skills and competencies. Students with
highly developed legal skills and competencies acquire substantial professional
expertise and power but, with few exceptions, do not discuss in law school the

responsible use of such power or other
.issues of mor.al development or moral
ends,
In-my view, attitude and character are
equally important, il not more so over the
long-haul , for a professional. The graduate
motivated toward a life-long path.of moral
development will develop outstanding
skills and judgment, the most critical skill
of all, and add much of value to her profession and her community.
It is clear to me that many law students
want the opportunity before graduation to
think about the integration of their personal values into their future professional
file. The question that most often concerns
them is whether it is possible to be a good
lawyer and a good person at the same
time. They know that, in an advocacy-role,
they may be partisans for causes which
contradict their own v_a_Iues. They know
that s ~ g as low-level employees in a
bureaucratic organization like a law firm,
a corporation or a government department, they may experienc~l arge gaps between the values of the bureaucratic
culture and their values as reflective individuals. They know that, as professionals, they will represent clients in some
of the most important events in the clients'
lives, like divorce or custody or criminal
prosecution and they .must responsively
resolve- the tension between professional
control and client autonomy in decisionmalting.
Students fear that they must sell their
souls to be successful in law practice. Will
they just be an instrument of the client or
the law firm? A technician or manipulator
in the service of the client? Will they be
able to discuss these moral issues honestly
and openly in the workplace and with
clients?

In experimental seminars on these
issues, we continually return to the question of whether, in the real world, students
will be able to face these fears and have
the courage of· their convictions. Good .intentions are often a long way from good
deeds.
Although_I have written about the fears
which law students have, and their hopes
for moral courage in facing these fears, I
think these same issues arise for business
students, medical students or
seminarians. Indeed, we all face them.
John F. Kennedy wrote in Profiles in
Courage that "The same basic choice of
courage or compliance continually faces
us whether we fear the anger of constituents, the congregation, friends, a board
of directors, or the union, whenever we
stand against the flow of opinion on strongly contested issues. . . A person does what
he or she must - in spite of personal consequences and dangers - and that is the
basis of all human morality."
Kennedy writes about a courageous person facing the anger and disapproval of
others when he or she takes a stand on his
or her ethical principles and judgments in
opposition to the views of others. The public
and private bureaucratic organi7.ations in
our society harbor powerful forces of intertia, convention, oppression and coercion
which discourage and often penalize the
questioning of established practices.
Someone must confront these forces with
truthfulness to make possible organizational and societal change and to open a
pathway to a better future. Someone must
stand up and point out the truth when the
emperor has no clothes, or when there is a
better way.
We all have a duty to make continuous,
life-long commitments of our time, energy

and discipline to reflective .reasoning and
discourse, and to the truth about
ourselves. We have a duty to develop in
ourselves the moral courage to speak
truthfully in our communities and our relationships..
This duty to be truthful and to speak up

in the pursuit of truth is especially strong
for professionals. Atleast in thUawschool
world, and I think.in the legal profession in
general we are not doing a good job of addressing this duty. Indeed, to some degree
the profession has become a priesthood not
anchored to reality.
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ACROSS CLUES

DOWN CLUES

2.0FLAW
4. ANALOGOUS TO
6. BEYOND REACH OF PERSONAL INFLUENCE (3 WDS)
8. DEFAMATION IN PRINT
10. TO ASSESS
11. ONE WHO PROTECTS
13. GAME
.
17. MAJOR COMMODITY
18. CAUSE OF ACTION
20. HALF
21. HARLOT
23. PLEDGE
25. TO BUY BACK
26. ONE'S DWELLING PLACE
28. UP TO THE TIME OF
29. DESPOTIC GOVERNMENT
33. DISCHARGE OF OBLIGATION
36. OWING
38. FIRST IN FIRST OUT
39. AGAINST
40. UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE WITH PROPERTY
41. JUSTICE ACCORDING TO FAIRNESS

1. GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
2. LEAP
3.SAMENESS
4. SOMETIDNG FOR SOMETHING
5. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
·&. SUFFICIENT
7. MORE THAN ONE
9. AURAL APPENDAGE
12. INSTITUTE
14. INFERRED
15. CAPABLE OF BEING DIVIDED
16. BELOW
19. TRADE OR CALLING
22: PERSON SUBSTITUTED FOR ANOTHER
23. A NEIGHBORHOOD
24. ORDER FROM COURT
25.ESTABLISHEDSTANDARD
27. LEGAL SUFFICIENCY
30. LOCATION (LAT.)
31. JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING VERDICT
32. CLEVER
33. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
34. DISMISSES
35. PRODUCTS OF THE SOIL
36. AMOUNT OF MONEY DUE
37. COMPLETED

swers
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The Top Ten
Things Overheard
at Law School
by Louise Bruce
1. I don't remember my parents' phone
number anymore, but I know my locker
combination by heart.
2. This semester ends in how many
weeks???
3. What do you mean, there aren't any
more study guides left in the bookstore?
4. The tuition I paid was for only haif the
year?
,
5. No, I don't know when "Family Ties"
is on television. I'm not even sure what
channel to find the news on!
6. I've got the library schedule down
now, but I can't remember what time the
malls close!
7. Are the Summer Olympics over yet?
8. I'm registered for five classes -: not
four?? Are you sure???
9. Notes? We're supposed to be taking
notes in all these classes, too?
10. It's really scary. I think I'm starting
to understand what they're saying in
class!

The Integrated Ethics Program
by Jon Weitzman
Those of you who a r e ~ readers of
11ae Docket, and who may have gone to one
of the meetings, know that there is a movement afoot at William Mitchell to formulate an integrated ethics program. The
idea behind the program is to integrate the
teaching of legal ethics into the curriculum
at the law school. The feeling is that, once
a law school gives a student the skills to be
a lawyer, it has an obligation to teach the
student how to apply these skills ethically.
This is a grass roots movement, coming up
from the students, not down from the dean
or the faculty:
,
Paul McCann and Kate O'Brien, the
founders of the Integrated Ethics Committee, told me at the October 6th meeting
that the group is still in ~ information
gathering stage. There are currently 40
fairly active members of the committee,
with a core group of about 20. The faculty
advisors are Neil Hamilton and Eric
Janus.
The committee is .currently completing
interviews of all full-time and clinic professors and administrators at the law
school and will begin interviewing
students shortly.
At the October 6th meeting of the committee, Professor Paul Marino, Chair of a
Faculty Committee, spoke about the proposed "pro-bono" course (requiring acertain number of hours of prQ-bono work in
the field) for the school. Professor Marino
stated that discussions are currently being

held concerning whether a pr&bono course
should be included in the curriculum;
whether it should be mandatory or an elec·
tive; how the course should be set up and
how evaluated; etc. Faculty members of
the committee include Professors Marino,
Ver Ploeg, Cabrera and Gallant. The com·
mittee hopes to have a proposal ready in
the Spring to be acted on next Fall. Com·
ments on the pro-bono c ~ should be
sent to Professor Marino.
For those interested in participating in
the creation of the Integrated Ethics Program, the following is a tentative agenda
of the remaining meetings of the committee for the year:
1-19-89 - Discussion of how to structure
the program.
2-02-89 - Adoption of the plan for the program.
- Discussion of methods of presen·
tation of the program to students and
faculty.
·
2-16-89 - Review of response by students
and faculty.
3-02-89 - Preparation for the presentation
of the program to the faculty for adoption.
- Award of recognition to faculty
member most ·instrumental in teaching
ethics during school year.
3-16-89- Follow-up and wrap up of UD·
finished business.
·
- Plans for the future.
For further information about the In·
tegrated Ethics Program at William Mitchell, contact Paul Mccann (292-9161) or
Kate O'Brien (690-2031).

The Minnesota Justice. Foundation
by Steven L. Baron•
and Martin D. Munic••
Last December, the American Bar
Association and American Medical
Association took the unprecedented step of
publishing in their respective journals a
joint editorial calling on their members to
donate services to the poor. Concern that
low-income people have adequate legal
representation, however, is not new in
Minnesota. The private bar in Minnesota
has long provided financial support for
legal aid work. Minnesota law students
pioneered another form of support for
legal services by creating the Minnesota
Justice Foundation ("MJF").
MJF's Beginnings
In the fall of 1981, prompted by drastic
cuts un federal and state funding for legal
services to the indigent, and inspired by a
speech given by Ralph Nader at the
University of Minnesota ("U of M"), a
group of U of M law students set out to do
som.eJlµng to help provide legal services to
the poor·: Led by first-year law student
Rick Plunkett (now an associate at Opperman & Paquin), the group formed the
Committee to Establish the Minnesota
Equal Justice Foundation. During the
balance of the school year, the committee
recruited supporters and sponsored a
number of popular speakers, including
United States District Court Chief Judge
Miles Lord, St. Paul 'Mayor George
Latimer, and Urban Coalition leader Earl
Craig.
In the fall of 1982, one year after it began
planning and preparations, the Committee
incorporated the Minnesota J"'ustice Foun·
dation. With the goal of funding law student summer clerkships in public interest
law, Plunkett and MJF's other organizers
began recruiting dues-paying members.
They were joined in this effort by firstyear law student Bob Long, who proved to
be a natural fundraiser. Plunkett recalls
that Long, now a member of the St. Paul
City Council, "nearly single-handedly
organized the first year class." MJF's first
Summer Clerkship Program, in 1983, funded six law student summer clerkships.
MJF Today
Since 1982, MJF has expanded its programs to include 16 summer clerkships;
two year-round, all-volunteer proj ects serv:ing legal aid and volunteer lawyers ; a bimonthly newsletter; and public interest
placement services.
.
.
MJF's annual membership has grown as
well, to about 450 lawyers, law professors
and law students at all three Minnesota
law schools. Members elect a Board of
Directors to govern MJF's statewide ac·
tivities. The current Board is composed of
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nine lawyers, nine law students, and one
legal services client. William Mitchell is
represented on the State Board by first
year students, Ann Goering and Jim
Bollweg and third year student Nancy
Joyer.
MJF's activities at William Mitchell are
coordinated by a local Board of Directors.
Board officers are Nancy Joyer, President; Ralph · Overholt, President-elect;
Sherry Graham, Secretary-Treasurer.
Board members include ~ry Ann Archer, Liz Carlson, Frances Silverman,
Debbie Flynn, Deb Arett, Ann Goering,
Jim Bollweg, Paulette Joyer, and Dan
Wier.
After operating for two-and-a-half years
with law student volunteer administrators,
a borrowed typewriter, and an answering
machine, MJF hired its first full-time executive director in 1985. MJF's current executive director, lawyer Theresa Murray
Hughes, (a graduate of William l'ditchell)
now administers MJF's summer clerkship
and volunteer programs, advises students
considering public interest careers, edits
MJF publications, and raises funds to continue MJF's work. Murray has the help of
a half-time administrative assistant, a
part-time law clerk, and a usually- ·
,functioning personal computer. ·
Last summer, MJF funded 16 clerkships
on a budget totalling just under
$100,000 . .f'unding comes from a variety of
sources. Membership dues provide important support for the volunteer projects, in
conjunction with grants from the Lawyer
Trust Account Board (IOLTA funds),
Legal Services Advisory Committee (Filing Fee Surcharge funds ), and the Hennepin County Bar Foundation. The U of M
Law School makes a key contribution of office space on the law school's fourth floor,
from which MJF administers its programs.
MJF's 16 summer clerkships were funded by fhe Minnesota State Bar Foundation; the Hamline University Law School
Student Bar Association; Briggs &
Morgan; Dorsey & Whitney; Fredrikson &
Byron; Hvass, Weisman & King; Leonard,
Street & Deinard; Lindquist & Vennum;
Opperman & Paquin; Robins, Kaplan,
Miller & Ciresi; Tanick &Heins; Winthrop
& Weinstine; Popham, Haik, Schnobrich &
Kaufman; West Publishing Company and
four St. Cloud firms. Past contributors
have included other Twin Cities law firms,
such as Oppenheimer, Wolff & Donnelly;
Faegre & Benson; Moss & Barnett; O'Connor & Hannan; Rider, Bennett, Egan &
Arundel; Schwebel, Goetz & Sieben; and
Sieben, Grose & Von Holtum, and several
Duluth firms.
As MJF bas grown and expanded, it has
continued to work toward its initial goals
of educating law students about the need

for pro bono work, providing law students
opportunities to gain the substantive
knowledge and skills needed to perform
pro bono work, and helping the legal community serve low-income and disadvanta_ged people.

Summer Cl:rkships
MJF encourages its volunteers and
other law students to apply for the MJF.
sponsored summer clerkships in publicinterest law. [n recent years MJF has placed
clerks in legal aid offices from Northside
Minneapolis to Cass Lake, community·
based public d~ender programs (Legal
Students Provide Pro Bono Services
Rights CenteF and Neighborhood Justice
MJF administers two year-round, all·
Center), huuian.righ~ organizations (U.
volunteer projects through which law
N. Subcommission on the Prevention of
students assist legal aid. and volunteer
Discrimination and , Protection of
lawyers. MOst students first volunteer with
the . Pro Bono Assistant Project, which · Minorities and.the Minnesota LaWJlel'S International Human Rights Committee),
matches them with volunteer lawyers
working with low-income clients at the
and programs serving particular groups of
Hennepin County Legal Advice Clinics · . disadvantaged Minnesotans(~ f.id to ·,\
Developmentally Disabled Persons and ·
Ramsey County Volunteer AttQrney Program, and Chrysalis Center for Women,
Minnesota Mental Health Law Project).
MJF Director Theresa Murray ijughes
The first MJF summer clerkships were
describes the Pro Bono Assistant Project . fundea by student membership dues and
as one of MJF's most popular and SllCmatching grants from the organizations in
cessful programs. Hughes explains, "In
which the clerks worked. Beginning in
the last two years, so many students have
1984, MJF turned to foundations and law
volunteered that we have matched
firms to help expand the-clerkship prostudents also with the Lao Family Comgram. In 1988, law firms provided over
munity Center (working with Asian imonEHhird of the cler~bip program's fund·
migrants and refugees), Centro Legal, the
ing. - The MSBA Civil Litigation Section
Cuban Immigrant Special Review Project
funded another ~ percent of .the proand the Minnesota Civil Liberties Union.''
gram..·
The Pro Bono Assistant Project offers
Although the':number of MJF summer
many law students their ·f irst real contact
clerkships bas-grown from six in 1983 to 16
with lawyers and clients. More importantin 1988, demand for clerkships far exceeds
ly, "students can provide valuable
MJF's current ability to fund them. This
r.esearch and investigative assistance,"
past year more than 30 agencies requested
says Bill Dane, a lawyer with University
anMJF summer clerk, andMJF received
Studenf Legal Services and a volunteer
applications from over 100 students.
lawyer at Hennepin County Legal Advice
Educating Students About Public
Clinics. "One MJF clerk," notes Dane,
Interest Law
"introduced me to a program that I had
Continuing the tradition established in
not been familiar with to assist crime vicits earlier days, MJF seeks each year to
tims." During the 1987-88 program year,
sponsor law s~hool seminars, lectures, and
students worked 650 volunteer hours as
programs
public interest law. Past
clerks for pro bono lawyers.
·
speakers have included Ralph Nader, HenMJF also operates the Pro Bono
nepin County Attorney Tom Johnson, and
Research Project, which offers lawyers
Marcia Lowry, Director of the Children's
throughout Minnesota free law student
Rights Pr.o ject of the American Civil
hell> with research in legal aid and pro
Liberties Union.
bono cases. The legal issues MJF
Students and lawyer members who miss
volunteers have addressed range from
any of MJF's seminars or programs can
child support, First Amendment issues,
read about them in MJF's bi-monthly
and toxic waste to the Indian Child Welfare
newsletter, the Pro Bono Report. The
Act. Last year, MJF volunteers donated
newsletter also reports on other public in460 hours to pro bono research.
terest and poverty law topics and proLast year, three MJF members worked
grams.
with Minneapolis attorney John Getsinger
on a habeas corpus petition for a Louisiana
MJF and Lawyers
death row inmate. Getsinger comments
MJF benefits from the sponsorship and
that the students provided "very helpful"
support of the legal community. Lawyers
research on some of the 30 constitutional
have joined MJF numbers increasing from
errors raised in the petition. "I had to go to
seven in 1982-83 to 215 in 1987-88. The nine
Louisiana on sudden notice and while I was
lawyer members now 'serving on MJF's
down there, the students completed a good
State Board, comments Hughes, "have
portion of the research. When I came back,
been instrumental in building MJF's
it was just a matter of putting some
membership .and in helping to solicit supfinishing touches on the petition," states
Getsinger. A stay was granted just a few
days before the scheduled execution.
Cont. on page 9

on
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Cont. from page 8 .
port and funding for the summer
clerkships from area law fu:ms."
David Lillehaug, an associate with
Leonard, Street and Deinard, is now in his
third term as an MJF State Board Member
and currently serv~ as MJF's Secretary
and a member of its Fundraising Commit~
tee. Lillehaug sees MJF as an "excellent
program to help fill the gaps in pr~ bono
work. 1' He has enjoyed the opportunity to
work with law stude,pts and to encourage
them to act on their ideals. "Overall,"
says Lillehaug, "working with MJF has
been a very satisfying experience.''
Conclu~ion
The joint editorial in the ABk and AMA .
journals restates and re-emphasizes the
ethical obligation lawyers and doctors
share to perform pro bono work for the
poor. Since 1981, MJF has worked to teach
law students about that ethical obligation
and to direct law student volunteers to help
meet the legal needs of low-income people:
With the support of the legal community,
MJF plans to continue training the pro
bono lawyers of tomorrow.
For more information about the Minnesota Justice Foundation please contact:
Theresa Murray Hughes
Minnesota Justice Foundation
22919th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55455
625-m77 or 6?5-1584

* Steven L. Baron, a

1988 graduate·of the
University of Minnesota Law School, currently works as a law clerk for the
Honorable Ancy Motse and Lawrence
Agerter, District Court, Third Judicial
District. He served as Co-chair of the U of
M MJF Local Board as well as a student
member of the MJF State Board of Directors.

** Martin

D. Munic is a 1984 graduate of
the University of Minnesota Law School
and an associate with the Minneapolis law
firm of T~ck & Heins, P.A. He was a
founding member of the Minnesota Justice
Foundation and currently serves on the
MJF State Board of Directors and as Chair
of the Membership Committee. Mumc was
a law clerk to the Honorable Harry H.
Macl.augblin, United States District
~ in Minneapolis from 1984 to 19116.
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WILLIAM MITCHELL'S
STUDENTS
FOR INTEGRATING ET.HICS INTO OUR CURRICULUM.
·- For more information, call
Paul Mccann (292-9161) or Kate O'Brien (690-2031)

Morality and Small
Group Teaching

Prince
The moral development literature in
psychology separates the question "What
do we have to assume went on inside the
head of a person who acts morally?" into
four components: (1) Moral sensitivity
that something one might do or is doing
can affect the welfare of someone else
directly or indirectly; (2) moral reasoning
to decide what the morally ideal course of
action would be; (3) moral motivation to
choose the morally ideal course of action
over other self-interested values or
motives; and (4) moral courage of
character to attain the goal with competence and perseverance..
With respect to component 1, ther~ ap-

Excerpted from "'A Report and Recommendations on Small Group
Teaching at William Mitchell copyrighted by Professors Eric Janus.
Neil Hamilton and David Prince.

pear to be dramatic differences among moral judgment. 1'he identification of natural conceptual framework of the stupeoplein "the spontaneous tendency to atdent and not assume too m~ cognitive or
which specific educational experiences
tend to possible consequences of ·one's
emotional capacity. For example, several
facilitate the natural progression ,;,f moral
tiebaYior for the welfare of others." Some
studies indicate· that the average college
judgment has been very difficult .
~ l e seem to recognize that their action.s . Psychology research suggests that moral
student bas a bard time distinguishin&
affect others only when there is blood on
philosophical thinking from gibberish. Tbe
educational programs which involve par.
the floor. Others are supersensitive and
object here is not memomation but interticipants in peer group discussion of con'··,find moral implications in every grimace
nali7.ation and integration so tbat the learntroversial moral dilemma& ieem to speec:I
of another.
ing takes root in students' assumptions
up natural development of moral judg· -Insofar as a person is unable to make inabout the world and connects to their ways
ment. The effective condition for
ferences about the thoughts, feelings, and
facilitating development is providing con-. of thinking.
Unlike most teaching in professional
perceptions of others, bis or her actions
centrated practice on moral problemwill be limited. James Rest believes
contexts, the' teacher in this area must
solving stimulated by peer give and take,
typical professional training is so focused
cballenging one anoth~'s thinking, reet-' substitute engagement, conversation and
OD the technical aspects of the job that
discussion for control. The peer discussion
amining·assumptions, and building lines of
experience accommodates to the student's
students are "professionally socialized"
argmg.ent.
stage of development and creates the
not to look for moral conflicts. ProfesEd'ucational programs which involve
sional training should acquaint students
personal. psychological development, . highest likelihood that the material can be '
with the most recurrent and lifelike types
understood, appreciated, and assimilated
some experiential activity, and intense
of moral problems, and the opportunity to
into the person's network of operational
self-reflection also produce modest, but
ideas.
·
think through consequences and ramificadefinite, devdopment of moraljudgment.
tions of alternate courses of action under
' The effect of a moral development
These programs involve activities which
benign conditions. Recognizing and _ promote reflection about self and about the
educational program is most powerful for
responding to moral issues within the
students 24 years or older and least.for the
self in relati,;,n to others. Examples include
limits of the real du!]ogue time of a converjunior high student. The theory is that the
keeping journals about experiences and
sation are very difficult. Rest recomolder a student is, th& more he or she can
communication skills traming. Individual
mends both large class and peer discusdraw on personal experience and find
academic courses in the humanities and
sion of problems. He is experimenting at
meaning in this type of prograin.
social scfences do not show a measurable
the Minnesota Dental School with audio
Assessment prpcedures for components·
impact on moral judgment.
tape recordings of patient-doctor
3 and 4 which study real life situations are
It is critical to recognize that the way
very difficult to create and are not yet well
dialogues concerning typical moral issues
people naturally formulate their moral
where the student is asked to jump into the
developed. Thus, educational progr{UDS
judgments has a lot to do with their
dialogue and assume the place of the denthat will address these components are not
underlying concept of social cooperation.
tist. Role playing shows promise as a
easy to' see .. Several studies do show a
For example, do they have a conception of
technique to address components 1, 2, and
modest correlation between moral reasoncooperation based on :quid pro quo (favor
.3.
iJ:.).g capability and behavior. Presumably,
for favor), friendship relationships, law
With respect to component 2, moral
the clearer one's moral vision, the more
and order, due process and consensus
reasoning to decide what the morally ideal
motive power that vision will generate.
government, or some other ideal? For
A number of writers argue or suggest
course of action would be, research inmany, this conception changes with age
that the development of moral judgment
dicates a significant correlation of years of
and education.
formal education with development of '
Ethics education must· start with the
Cont. on Page 10
Page9

teaching. Both Condlin and Loban argue
that there is a need to judge the ethics of
the legal profession from outside of the
profession. Clinical education, they argue.
may simply serve to replicate the existing
morality and ordinary morality.
professional notion of role morality.
Esau's idea seems supported by Carl
Bosk's description of the medical residenRogers' notion of learning. Rogers
cy .seems to support this concern: in that
setting, the judgment of the attending
( Freedom to Learn) suggests ~t significant learning requires engaging the whole
physician is unappealable. Thus, the
person: it "combines the logical and the
studen ts experience a sense of
intuitive, the intellect and the feelings, the
powerlessness and vulnerability, rather
, than the freedom to engage in critical
concept and the experience, the idea and
thought concerning their learning.
the meaning."
Eisele does not directly discuss the
Condlin also criticizes the conventional
clinical setting. His argument, however,
clinic because it conflates the roles of
practitioner and educator into one. In d~
suggests that experiential learning is
ing so, it removes some of the distance betcritical in developing moral judgment. He
points out that virtue is a skill based on. ween the teacher and the subject matter.
performative knowledge, a "capacity for
He believes the teacher cannot be as truly
judgment and action. ' "Since perforcritical when the sqbject matter which he
or she is teaching is his or her own lawyermative knowledge is taught performatively and not didacticalJy, we teach virtue by
ing. An outplacement seminar approach
doing virtue."
·
does not suffer from this shortcoming.
Bosk''s thesis also seems consistent with
Professor Janus believes that this is too
these arguments. He points out that
narrow a view. A teacher, say, of con"clinical expertise" is passed on through
tracts, teaches at several levels. At one
the dialogues between attending physilevel she teaches the doctrine of contracts
cians and students in the clinical setting. - and legal reasoning. At another level, the
He also shows that the moral behavior and
teacher is modeling legal reasoning and inattitudes of the students, which are
strumental integration herself. She lacks
demonstrated in their clinical behavior,
·any critical distance from this aspect of
are viewed as ·the most important inher teaching.
dicator of their professional promise.
The practitioner/educator of the convenThese and other ·writers point out, as
tional clinic teaches by showing, by-the
well, some of the potential weaknesses of
creation of the image of lawyering. It is
clinical education as a vehicle for teaching
true that the practitioner/educator lacks
ethics. Esa_u suggests that a tendency to
distance from the image he creates, but
concentrate on the teaching of skills may
then so too does the contracts teacher from
obscure the ethical aspects of clinical
the images of legal reasoning she creates.

Small Group Teaching
Cont. from Page 9
or virtue in a lawyer requires teaching in
the real lawyering (clinical) setting.
Loban compares three methods of
teaching moral judgment: rule/application theory, the problem method, and the
activist method. He argues that the first
two· lack the complexity and the constraints necessary to develop "judgment."
Loban emphasizes the role of habit and imitation in developing "virtue," and argues
that " experience is an epistemological
precondition of knowing moral
principles."
This appears to be consistent with Rest's
assertion that "people operate on their experiences in order to make sense of them,
and that experiences change the basic conceptual structures by which people construct meanings." But Rest suggests that
we do not really know what kinds of experiences are "responsible for the
transformation of moral judgment structures."
Esau points out that the "moral tensions
of the lawyering role" are experienced
directly by the student in clinical settings
"in a way that engages the whole person,
both emotionally and intellectually.'' Since
clinical education cari involve both experientia1 learning and r eflective critical
-examination of the experience, he argues
that it appears to be an "ideal setting" for
examining the tension between role

Answers to Crossword Puzzle
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Janus

Professor Hamilton believes that the
analogy is stronger when the contracts
teacher opens up the class to an analysis
and discussion of the teaching methods,
teaching capability, and contextual integration of the contracts teacher herself.
This can be done in either a contracts class
or a clinic setting but requires an unusual
objectivity about self and -courage to lead a
critique and discussion of oneself. Also, being critical of self is not a ,he essence of
teaching contracts. An accurate sense of
self is critical to teaching ethics and
morality.

Robert "Bob" MHJer
Sales Representative • West Publishing C,ompany

8400 Normandale Lake Blvd.
Suite 1040
Bloomington, Minnesota 55437
Telephone: 612/921--2.444

WHICH LEGAL PUBLICATIONS ARE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE PRACTICE OF
LAW IN MINNESOTA?
r

Based upon the thousands.of conversations I have had with
lawyers and judges, at a minimum, the following books should
be in your law-library:
* Minnesota Statutes Annotated*
* Minnesota or North Western 2d Reporter*

*

Minnesota Digest 2d

*

* Minnesota Practice Series*
* West's Legal Forms 2d *

* United States Code Annotated*

*

Corpus Juris Secundum

*

* WESTLAW *

ETHICS QUIZ: Using any of the above publications or services,
answer this question correctly and you will receive--, without
charget a West's student's edition ·hornbook of your choice. A
maximum of ten books will be given on a first come basis.
Send your- answer to me at the above address.
Question: You are a 1987 graduate of William Mitchell and are
a senior partner at a fifty person firm (your dad also works
there). You are totally immers~d in a narcotics case
preparing for trial-- your client is as obstreperous as they
come. Fearing that he may ca4se you some problems d _o wn the
line, you call your former classmate who graduated #1 in your
class seeking ethical advice pertaining to this client.
Although his duties are limited to research, in a 200 plus
firm, he provides you with some advice and insists that it is
free.
Your clierit is ultimately convicted for selling
narcotics. On appeal, he is represented by your classmate's
firm. One of the contentions on appe~l is that you failed to
zealously repr~sent your clie~t. ~as anyone violated any
_ ethical rules under Minnesota law?
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